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out oa tlie decks to be carried upward when the boat dives by a
float attached near the hook. Since any fish that takes the bait
cannot be retooved until the boat comes to the surface, the lines
are fastened to the deck rail by coil springs. This practically
eliminates the chance of losing the fish by its breaking the line
or tearing the hook out of its mouth. Thus the baited hooka
'dangle upward' when the submarine is resting on the seabottom—then along comes a fish, swallows the bait, and snags
himself. This method of submarine fishing was given a try-out
recently by an electrician aboard the submarine H~5. He baited
four lines prior to making a dive, and when the boat eame to the
surface he had three yellowtail, weighing twenty-four, twentyeight, and thirty-two pounds, respectively. A fourth fish had
taken the bait, but got away."
•
SELF-CLOSING DOORS TO TRAP THIEVES—When you
hold up the bank cashier and start for the open door with the
cash in hand, you are by no means out of the woods; for somebody may press a button with the result that the door may be
shut and locked when you reach it. The unkind bankers maj'
even let you get into the vestibule and trap you there like a rat,
by operating the doors on both sides. Says a writer in Popular
Mechanics (Chicago):
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Courtesj of " Popular Meelianics," Chicago.

DOORS THAT TRAP THIEVES.

"Problems of the gravest character and import frequently
are solved, after complex measures have failed, by methods of.
the utmost simplicity. Take the current epidemic of bank
robberies, for example. Probably only bankers know the extent
to which special policing systems, ingenious signaling arraligements, and instruction and drilling of employees have been
tried and found wanting in the practical test. Forestalling,
foiling, or capturing an audacious and determined crook, or
gang of them, bent on obtaining money from a bank without
the conventional details, has continued, seemingly, to be a
matter rather of luck than of science. It is fitting, tho unusual,
that two police officers, full of experience in the ways of New
York criminals, should have been first to see the mechanical
remedy for this situation, and to apply for patents on a mechanism to accomplish it. The function of this new device, almost
absurdly elemental and effective, is merely to close the bankdoors, thus trapping the suspected malefactor in the very act of
villainy. It requires the pressure of finger or foot on a button

bear relative proportion in these propensities which
they signify. You may ask, granting what you
say is true, would it not be an easy matter to
cultivate a straight-from-the-shoulder hand-shake,
thereby frustrating your rule? That may be true,
but the nature of the individual, despite all that
culture and education can do, will not prevent the
skilful observer detecting the sham practised.
"Then, again, altho a man may alter his handshake and affect an honest, social grasp of a hand,
it is beyond hia power to transform his features,
i.e., eyes, nose, lips, and the general outline of his
face and head. Therefore, since there exists a
perfect harmony between the different parts of
man, it would be useless for one to conceal his
characteristics beneath the cloak of an assumed
hand-shake, because they would only be detected
through the remaining mediums."
FISHING UPSIDE DOWN—Fishing with inverted lines from the decks of American submarines
is the newest pastime among crews operating in the
Pacific Ocean from the Los Angeles submarine
base, we are informed by John Edwin Hogg, writing in Povular Mechanics (Chicago). He says:
"The boats make frequent practise trips between
Los Angeles and Santa Catalina Island. The water
in this area averages about ninety feet in depth,
and is one of the finest fishing-grounds of the Pacific
coast. Frequently the boats dive to the bottom,
and he there with their motors shut off while practising submarine signaling, torpedo-tube routine,
and the like. The upside-down fishing is done in
a very simi)le manner. Prior to making a dive the
men arrange their lines on the deck rails of the
submarine. The hooks are baited, and are strung

Courtesy o£ " Popular M e c h a n i c s , " Chicago.

DPSIDE-DOWN FISHING FROM A SUBMARINE.
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to do this; but the button may be located anywhere, or dozens
of them scattered about the room or building at every strategic
point. Windows as well as doors, and even skylights, may be
equipped with the little metal cases containing the powerful
controls, and when the cu-cuit is completed, they all close in-

OBVEBSB AND REVERSE OF SMALL COINS.
German mark and 10, 20, and 50 pfennig.
stantly and inexorably. Then, the robber trapt beyond fescape,
an alarm is sounded, outside, or in the police-station, or anywhere desired. I t is declared to be a curious bit of criminal
psychology that a burglar fights only when there is hope of
escape, and so, caught, he submits without resistance. In one
New York bank the new door-oloser had just been installed
when it captiu-ed its first victim, a suspected forger. Another
bank has equipped both inner and outer doors with them, so
that when the fleeing culprit reaches the outer one, the inner
one is closed, and he is trapt in the vestibule. The usefulness
of the system obviously is not confined to banks, as it may be
applied to any room or building where valuables are kept. One
railroad is reported to have fitted" its express- and money-cars
with door-closers, and it has been suggested that fire-doors
might be made, by its aid, more effective in shutting out a still
more dangerous enemy."
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are now in use in Hamburg and other cities. The factory facilities
are large at Meissen, and there is nothing specially to make at
present, so that there seems to be no reason why porcelain coins
should not be manufactured at the erstwhile plant that turned
out vases and wonderful dinner sets. The coins are very sanitary, as to clean them it is only necessary to throw them into
water. Owing to the technical plant requked for their fabrication
—we can not say minting—they are very difficult to counterfeit.
Porcelain coins are not new, as two of the old English potteries
adopted 'china' or porcelain tokens. They were made at Worcester in denominations of one and two shillings. In 1801 fiveand seven-shilling tokens were issued at Pinxton. These were
oval in shape, flat on one side and coni^x on the other side,
which bears the value in large figures. They were called
'chang' or 'chanu' money, a dialect corruption of the word
Chinese.
" I t is the oriental use of porcelain for coinage which possesses
the most interest. Siamese porcelain tokens were in use from
, the middle of the eighteenth century until 1871, when they were
forbidden. The majority of these pieces were issued in Bangkok,
largely by gambling-houses, the fraternity at that time having
an enviable reputation for honesty! There are at least eight
hundred and ninety known kinds. They occur in a great
variety of shapes, colors, and values. The denominations are
on the reverse and are generally in blue. The native name of
this currency is 'Pi.' The inscriptions are usually in Chinese,
as the gambhng-houses were usually owned and operated by
Chinese.
"The origin of the coins or tokens is interesting. Gamblers
in Siam squatted down on an oblong mat, at one end of which
the cashier, or croupier, was seated in a kneehng attitude. The
coins which changed ownership so frequently were thrown a
considerable distance, 'and, being bullet-shaped, often rolled in
the wrong direction. To remedy this, the owners introduced
special counters like the well-known 'chips' with which the
average red-blooded American is entirely familiar. In time
porcelain was adopted and the use of the counters was gradually
extended to general use, as they were issued under authority

PORCELAIN MONEY
ERMANY NOW PEOPOSBS to issue coins made of
stamped porcelain, in the denominations of two, three,
and five marks. Such money, of course, is on a par
with notes of paper, being a mere promise to pay, or with our
pennies and nickels, where the value of the metal is much less
than that represented by the coin. I t has obvious advantages
over paper money—in cleanliness, for example—and it is far
lighter than metal coin. It is bulkier than paper, however, and
might easilj' be crusht if stept on. The invention is not a German one, by any means, as porcelain coins have been used in the
Orient for two hundred years, and the material was used for
private coinage, or "tokens," in England over a eentv&y since.
It is interesting to note that the origin of porcelain money
was among the gamblers of Siam. It was developed from the
use of porcelain disks used as "counters" in gambling games.
These were found so serviceable as representations of values
that their use was gradually extended to a point where they
took the place of small money. For this purpose porcelain
coins would seem to be far superior to the old-fashoined "shinplasters" once used for subsidiary money in the United States.
Whether any other nation will imitate Germany in her adoption
of the porcelain system of coinage remains to be seen. Writes
A. A. Hopkins in The Scientific American:

G

"The mark has depreciated to such an extent that it would
hardly pay to coin it in anything more valuable than copper or
iron, and porcelain seems to be an excellent medium of exchange.
Municipal coins particularly for use on cars, 'tram currency,'
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Fi'om " The Illustrated London N e w s , "

Courtes.y of " The Scientific A i u e i i c a n . "

GERMAN " BISCUIT " PORCELAIN COINS.
2, 3, and S mark pieces.
granted in the gambling license or concession. So they rapidly
became a medium of exchange and were found to fill a long-felt
want for small money, but the circulation went beyond its legal
sphere. Counterfeits soon made their appearance, and the
gamblers made constant changes in the size, shape, and colors,
for they are found in round, oval, star, lozenge, gourd, leaf,
butterfly, bat, and fish shapes. Finally, the Government interposed and would not allow the tokens to circulate as money
altho they probably still pass muster in the games of 'fan-tan'
or whatnot which so interest the Celestial. There is a large
collection of these tokens in the Museum of the American Numismatic Society in New York. For our photographs we are indebted to our valued English eontemporarv', The Illustrated
London, News."
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